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Lining. It is not necessary to line draperies, particularly if they
are very full, but lined draperies usually hang better. They also
last longer, as the interior fabric is protected from the sun, which
rots and fades it. Costly fabrics are usually lined. Linings need
not be made of the usual cream or beige sateen; a turquoise fabric
might well be lined with a contrasting yellow material.
Trimming. As a rule draperies do not need any trimming.
Some glass curtains are improved by ruffles, however, and curtains
like chintz sometimes look well with white cotton balls or thick
fringe. See page 120 for novel use of fringe. In color, trimming
should be either a perfect match or a desirable contrast. Too
much trimming can be as cheapening to draperies as to dresses.
Naturally never more than one kind of trimming should be used.
Tie backs, if used, should be placed so that they divide the
drapery about in thirds, never in halves. A tie back is generally
made from the drapery material, but a cord may be substituted.
Sometimes a tie back is looped over a nail with a rosette of crystal
or metal as its head. Wood, metal, or plastic arms are also used
to hold drapery back.
HANGING DRAPERIES
The mechanical means by "which draperies are hung should be
concealed or rendered inconspicuous. Valances of various sorts
are useful in concealing roller shades and rods and rings. Rods,
poles, and supports that show should be painted the color of the
wall or wood trim behind them. Curtain poles and their supports
should be plain to avoid attention. Unfortunately some shops
carry only poles with ornamental ends and highly decorated
brackets. Satisfactory plain wooden poles can be found among
lumber materials and plain metal rods in hardware stores. Their
selection depends, of course, upon what will fit best into the
decorative plan. The metal should match the other hardware in
the room. In some rooms Lucite rods, rings, and tie backs are
suitable.
Curtains should be hung so that they are easily adjustable to
meet changing needs for air and light. Pulleys are necessary to
draw draperies and to prevent handling them. Draperies finished
at the top with pinch pleats and small rings sewed on the back
can be pulled easily and compactly. See page 89.

